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The Cover Story 
What Happens When Your Ad Ends Up In The Wrong Newspaper? 

By Phillip Fettig 
 
Advertising is an important aspect of any business and it is even more important than most.  Why, you ask? Well, the need 
for customers is common to all, but stamp dealers do not have the luxury of calling the factory for a truck load of new 
material. (Of course, if you deal in nothing but new issues that will not be the case – but few can survive on those alone).  
Dealer “A” may sit behind the table at a show, or a desk in a store, and wait for collections to walk in, but it really takes 
more than complacency to be a success. Dealer “B” decides that having the company name familiar to collectors, as well 
as making known that collections are being sought, may be a better business plan. This is where advertising comes in. It 
can take the form of newspaper, telephone book yellow pages (getting smaller!), philatelic publications, show programs 
and club newsletters. The CFSC Bourse is an excellent example. Another method is direct mailings, but that will not be a 
part of this article as I have little experience with this type, except for show publicity. Some may consider “word of 
mouth” as a method of advertising, but I consider it mostly an end by-product of all the other efforts. 
 
Ann started at A & R Stamp & Coin as employee in 1984, became a partner in 1985, and the sole owner and operator in 
2001. During that time the store used the time proven phone book listing and newspaper ads. In addition the business was 
a frequent booth holder at shows around the state including FLOREX, SARAPEX, SUNPEX and other smaller events.  
This meant many show program ads and even more important, being seen by the public.  One of the mainstays was 
weekly display ads in the Osceola Gazette and the Orlando Sentinel. Back in that time period the Sentinel had insert issues 
for each county, for example Osceola Extra and Orange Extra. The ads were changed around to indicate special sales or 
Holiday related items. Figure (1) is an example of one weekly display ad. 
 
One day in 2002, Ann received a call from a lady who stated she had seen the A & R ad in the Sentinel and had some 
stamps that she wanted to sell.  Ann asked a few basic questions concerning the material and decided that it would be 
worth a look. She then asked for the address and directions. The answer: Mt. Dora in Lake County! Ann set an 
appointment for a time that I would be off work and could accompany her. (At that point in addition to working for the 
Circuit Court I held the position of Head Janitor and Box Toter at A & R).  On the given day, we arrived at a pleasant 
home full of beautiful dishes, plates and other artifacts. It seems she was an active antiques dealer. Her late husband had 
always wanted to be a stamp dealer, something that many of us get caught up in.  Unfortunately, the gentleman died 
before he put his plan in action. His widow had no interest in extending her thriving business to include philately. 
 
We soon found ourselves in a room full of albums and boxes. This clearly was the biggest collection we had ever 
attempted to evaluate. Ann already had a nearly complete set of new Scott International Albums in the store and now we 
were faced with 43 more of them.  Figure (2) shows a few of them. The big difference was these had stamps in them. 
And, contrary to what most dealers find, the most stamps were in the early albums and decreased in the newer ones. We 
divided them up and started making notes. (Before we finished we had 12 legal sized pages, some on both sides). There 
were also two banker's boxes of unused supplements for the albums and those are not cheap by any means.  Then came 10 
more albums of various types and amounts of stamps covering both world-wide, Canada, Trucial States and the United 
States. Covers were not neglected, ranging from a small, but nice, group of U.S. 11's, W/W, U.S. and no collection is 
complete without the United Nations! Figure (3) is a small portion of the many U.S. & W/W covers. A box of 
miscellaneous contributed a few hundred loose stamps and a U.S. White Plains S/S with perforation separations and 
disturbed gum. And, last, but not least – a whole bunch of U.S. singles, blocks, strips & sheets which amounted to several 
thousand dollars face value. We discussed our options and agreed that we needed some time to evaluate our notes and so 
advised the owner. She readily agreed and I think actually was pleased that we were not rushing our offer. Prior to 
departing, Ann asked her how she had come to call A & R. She spoke right up and told her it was the display ad in the 
Lake County Extra edition of the Orlando Sentinel. Ann thanked her and we departed. 
 
A few days later we called back and made an offer which was accepted. Prior to going back to pick up the material, Ann 
called her account contact in the Sentinel Ad Department and asked how the ad got in a paper two counties to the North. 
The explanation was sometimes they do not have enough ads to make up a page so they just throw fillers in, at no extra 
cost, so the page does not have a huge blank spot! So that is what happened, at least this time. A newspaper ad placed in a 
location over 50 miles away and unknown to the advertiser pays a huge dividend.  
 
Next time – The Saddest Purchase We Made. 
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